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Subject: Gorham Replacement 
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2002 21:29:42 -0500 

From: "SID Christiansen" <skcdac@adelphia.net> 
To: "A&R \(GMC Montpelier\) Nuquist" <nuquist@together.net>, 

"John \(GMC Montpeculiar\) Buddington" <j.buddington@verizon.net> 
CC: "Dave \(GMC HQ\) Hardy" <Dave@greenmountainclub.org> 

Greetings, 

Dave H. suggested I write to Andy and Reidun re the Gorham replacement 
strategy, and some pre-fab 3-sided lean-to's I saw in Groton State Forest 
last week. Copying you John, as I know you'll be quite interested. From the 
29 December scouting hike, Dave and John's initial sense of the "Boulder 
Ridge" site was that it would not support a "full blown" lodge a la Gorham. 
Dave suggested to me that a 3-sided leanto might be more appropriate for a 
variety of reasons, but that Gary S. might still want the big lodge. 

I am throwing this out as an option, simply for investigation. While in GSF, 
I noticed 2 new lean-to's. They were prefabricated, or kit structures, but 
built from full logs. Size was maybe 10' x 12', perhaps slightly larger. The 
lean-to's were fabricated from 8" - 10" solid logs, milled flat on top and 
bottom. The flat-milled sides also had rabbets milled into them that allowed 
the logs not only to lie tight together, but also made for a very strong 
joint. The external appearance was not altogether different from any of our 
other log lean-to sites, i.e. Roundtop or Theron Dean. 

A coworker (also an active GMC'er) was actually camping in GSF when one of 
these shelters was being erected by a female VYCC crew. He is a purchasing 
agent for our company, and he indicated he had a contact with the state and 
would see if he could find out where the kits were purchased and what the 
cost was. 

We parked on VT232 at the New Discovery CG access. There is a gated road 
leading away from this access that ends in a "T", the terminus currently 
being at a large snowmobile trail. One of the lean-to's is located in the 
woods immediately on the left at this junction. Another lean-to was located 
on the W side of Osmore Pond, about half-way down its length. This is 
accessed by turning right at the afrementioned junction onto the snowmobile 
trail, and following the signs for Osmore Pond. From the CCC picnic building 
on same, follow the Osmore Pond Hiking Loop a few hundred yards south, a 
total of nmt 1.5 miles from described parking spot. 

I am not advocating this approach, it is however a very nice structure and 
would be very instructive should it be decided to follow the 3-sided model. 

Comments welcome, -Scott 
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